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Toronto, Ontario - Dimar Canada Ltd. is proud to announce the release of its new NOVA
Industrial Raised Panel Insert Router Bits, Tool # 26R884 and 26R885.

NEW

These innovative tools feature industrial quality disposable insert knives which will allow the user to
maximize the lifetime of the tool body while ensuring the cut of the material will never be
compromised.
This tool features two cutting flutes which will allow for a smooth clean finish. This unique tool also
gives the user the ability to add a back cutter (sold as an additional part #8225010) to the base of the
existing tool body. In this way, the customer does not have to purchase a new tool body to create a
back-cutter at the bottom of the material.
These products are suitable for light CNC and manual routing applications.
An assembled ball bearing seat and an anti-dust plug are also included with the set.
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Why Choose Dimar's Nova Industrial Raised Panel Insert Router Bits?
Durability
Replaceable Carbide knives are harder, stronger, longer lasting and perform better on abrasive
materials.

Back Cutter
sold
separately
#8225010
$163.80

Service free
The Router Bits do not need sharpening. Simply replace the carbide knives.
Accuracy
Carbide knives have consistent and precise profiles for optimum and continued
operation without adjustments.
Cost effective
Longer lasting knives, better performance, down time is minimal.

tool # 26R884

tool # 26R885

Company Profile
Dimar Canada Ltd. features the most extensive line of industrial woodworking cutting tools available in the market. Dimar tools are
distributed worldwide where they have become a byword for Premium Quality and reliability. Dimar offers a wide variety of Router bits,
Saw Blades, Dado sets, Planer/Jointer knives, Drill bits and Cutters for industry, workshops, craftsmen and the advanced do-it-yourself
market.
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